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Editor's Note
I love pretty, vintage things. I think it all began with my father, who is an Interior Planner.  He taught me 
at an early age to appreciate unique home decor pieces. Our home often had the latest cast-offs from an 
interior design project. Beautiful lamps, custom-made furniture, and stunning wall art often decorated 
our home. While we certainly didn't live in a mansion, our moderate, suburban home felt special because 
it was decorated with items that were loved and filled with people who loved them.

The Echo Park "This and That" twin collection is much like those home decor pieces I grew to love as a 
child. While "Graceful" is sweet, feminine and full of graceful imagery, "Charming" is filled with earthy, 
masculine charm. Both collections stand alone and work well together. In this idea book, we've collected 
the best cards, layouts, and altered albums from our Design Team to show you how beautifully these 
designs translate into current, on-trend projects. 

Using the instructions provided, you can easily substitute one collection for another creating double the 
amount of projects contained within these pages. Helpful tutorials have also been included to walk you 
through the design process on some of the more challenging projects. In addition, we've added a special 
sketch contest. Be sure to read the details to join in on the fun!

We know you'll come to love the "This and That" collections when you fill your home with projects 
created from the heart!

Sincerely,

Jennifer S. Gallacher
Echo Park Paper Co.
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DIMENSIONS: 4 1/4" X 5 1/2"
Supplies: "Journaling Cards" 

Patterned Paper, 6" X 6" Paper 
Pad, Chipboard Accents, Assorted 
Brads (Echo Park Paper Charming 

Collection), White Card, Natural Jute 
Twine, Yellow Pearl Sticker, Pinking 

Scissors, Paper Piercer, Sewing 
Machine, White Sewing Thread

1.  Cut a 4 1/4 X 5 1/2" rectangle from the "Yardsticks" (text) patterned 
paper from the 6" X 6" Paper Pad. 

2.  Cut a 3" X 5 1/2" rectangle from the "Numbers" (text) patterned 
paper from the 6" X 6" Paper Pad. Use the sewing machine and white 
sewing thread to zigzag stitch down each side of the patterned 
paper. and mount in the center of the text patterned paper.

3.  Wrap natural jute twine around the patterned paper twice and tie 
into a bow. Mount the rectangle on the white card base.

4.  Cut the yellow lined journaling card from the "Journaling Cards" 
patterned paper. Cut the top and bottom edge with pinking scissors. 
Poke a hole through the journaling card with a paper piercer and 

add the "3" assorted brad to the card. Mount the journaling card on 
the card slightly askew.

5.  Cut a 4" X 1" strip from the "Signs" patterned paper from the 6" X 6" 
paper pad. Use scissors to notch both ends. Use the paper piercer 
to poke a hole in each end and add yellow metal brads from the 

"Assorted Brads" to each strip.
6.  Mount the chipboard "airplane" sticker from the "Chipboard Accents" 

sheet on the notched strip.
7.  Mount the "amazing" chipboard banner sticker from the "Chipboard 

Accents" sheet on the chipboard "airplane" sticker.
8.  Add a yellow pearl sticker to the banner.

Amazing by Kandis Smith
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DIMENSIONS: 4 1/4" X 5 1/2"
Supplies: "Swirls" Patterned Paper, 

"Vintage Fans" Patterned Paper, 
"Instamatic" Patterned Paper, "Tickets 

Please" Patterned Paper, Element 
Stickers, Chipboard Accents, Assorted 

Brads (Echo Park Paper Charming 
Collection), White Card, Natural Jute 

Twine, Brown Button, Paper Piercer, 
Sewing Machine, Tan Sewing Thread

Create your own embellishments to decorate your cards. Download a template 
for a dimensional shape such as a pinwheel, or use a digital or traditional die cut 
shape to cut the piece. Then fold to create the design and attach to your card. 
Elements designed from papers within the same collection easily match making 
paper embellishments the perfect choice for paper crafting.

My Favorite by Kandis Smith
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1.  Cut a 4 1/4" X 5 1/2" rectangle from the "Swirls" 
patterned paper and mount on the white card 
base.

2.  Cut a 3 3/4" X 4 1/2" rectangle from the 
"Vintage Fans" patterned paper.

3.  Cut a 3 1/4" X 3 3/4" rectangle from the 
"Instamatic" patterned paper and mount in the 
center of the "Vintage Fans" patterned paper.

4.  Use the sewing machine and tan sewing thread 
to zigzag stitch the lined rectangle in place.

5.  Cut a 10" X 3/4" strip from the "Tickets Please" 
patterned paper. Use scissors to notch both 
ends of the strip. Use the sewing machine and 
the tan sewing thread to pleat the ribbon and 
stitch it to the "Vintage Fans" and "Instamatic" 
paper. Mount the rectangle on the card.

6.  Thread natural jute twine through the yellow 
and green chipboard "buttons" from the 
"Chipboard Accents" sheet and mount on each 
side of the pleated paper strip.

7.  Using the tutorial photos, create a pinwheel 
from the "Swirls" patterned paper and mount 
on the card.

8.  Thread natural jute twine through a brown 
button and mount in the center of the pinwheel.

9.  Poke a hole through the top of the card and 
add the yellow chevron "banner brad" to the 
card. Mount the "MY FAVORITE" sticker from 
the "Element Sticker" sheet in the center of the 
banner brad.

Tutorial:
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Supplies: "Border Strips" Patterned 
Paper, "Swirls" Patterned Paper, 

"Primer" Patterned Paper, "Yardsticks" 
Patterned Paper, "Numbers" Patterned 

Paper, "Tickets Please" Patterned Paper, 
"Signs" Patterned Paper, Element 

Stickers, Alpha Stickers, Chipboard 
Accents, Assorted Brads (Echo Park 

Paper Charming Collection), Tan Photo 
Corners, Tan Stamping Ink, Paper 

Piercer, Adhesive Foam Squares

Absolutely Charming by Jennifer S. Gallacher

Black and white photos pop with this collection which is full of black elements. Choose 
a few photos that you especially love, portrait style work particularly well. Then have 
your photo developer print them in black and white.
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Play Hard by Wendy Sue AndersonSupplies: "Yardsticks" Patterned 
Paper, "Dots & Plaids" Patterned Paper, 

"Instamatic" Patterned Paper, "Journaling 
Cards" Patterned Paper , Element 

Stickers, Alpha Stickers, Chipboard 
Accents, Assorted Brads (Echo Park 
Paper Charming Collection), White 

Cardstock, Natural Jute Twine, Toothpick, 
Sewing Machine, Green and Yellow and 

Tan Sewing Thread, Brown Stamping 
Ink, Black Pen, Stapler, Paper Piercer, 

Adhesive Foam Squares

Look for interesting backdrop colors for your photos. Wendy Sue took 
these series of photographs at a local playground which had a teal colored 
slide. The teal in the photos perfectly matches the teal colors found in the 
"Charming" collection and make her son's green shirt pop!
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DIMENSIONS: 10" X 6 1/4"
Supplies: "Numbers" Patterned Paper, 

"Primer" Patterned Paper, "Vintage 
Fans" Patterned Paper, "Border Strips" 

Patterned Paper, "Signs" Patterned 
Paper, "Instamatic" Patterned Paper, 

"Tickets Please" Patterned Paper, 
"Yardsticks" Patterned Paper, "Dots & 

Plaids" Patterned Paper, "Vintage Boy" 
Patterned Paper, "Swirls" Patterned 

Paper, "Journaling Cards" Patterned 
Paper, Element Stickers, Alpha Stickers, 

Layered Chipboard, Chipboard Accents 
(Echo Park Paper Charming Collection), 

Twine, Green Blue and Brown Ribbon, 
Tan Photo Corners, Brown Stamping Ink, 
Sewing Machine, White Sewing Thread, 

Notebook Border Punch, Scallop 
Scissors, Adhesive Foam Squares

Page 1 Instructions:
1.  Pull open the "interactive" page from the middle tab 

page of the chipboard album. Place the album on the 
"Numbers" paper with the album on the brown side of 
the paper. Trace the main rectangle of the album onto 
the paper and cut out with scissors. Machine stitch 
around the edge with white sewing thread. Rub edges 
with brown stamping ink. Punches holes for album.

2.  With the "interactive" page open, trace the tab 
rectangle onto the "Primer" patterned paper. Cut out 
the shape and mount on the chipboard album.

3.  Cut a 7 3/4" X 1 1/2" strip from the "Signs" patterned 
paper. Rub edges with brown stamping ink and mount at 
the bottom of the green stitched rectangle.

4.  Cut a 7 3/4" wide strip from the ticket border strip on 
the "Border Strips" patterned paper. Mount at the top of 
the striped border strip.

5.  Mount a 4" X 6" black and white photo on the page. 
Mount the "Laugh a little every single day" sticker from 
the "Element Sticker" sheet on the top of the photo.

6.  Cut the "sharp" word from the word ticket border strip 
on the "Element Sticker" sheet and mount on the left 
side of the photo.

7.  Cut the teal number strip from the "Border Strips" 
patterned paper. Notch the right end of the strip to 
create a banner and trim to 7 1/2" wide. Rub edges with 
brown stamping ink, punch album hole, and mount on 
the striped border strip.

8.  Cut a 4" strip from the "Border Strips" patterned paper. 
Notch the right end of the strip and rub edges with 
brown stamping ink. Mount the banner strip on the 
bottom of the photo. Mount the "snapshots" banner 
sticker from the "Element Sticker" sheet on the top of 
the zigzag border strip.

9.  Mount the "Amazing" sticker from the "Element Sticker" 
sheet on the zigzag banner strip.

10.  Mount the "boy" chipboard banner stickers from the 
"Layered Chipboard" sticker sheet on the bottom of the 
album page.

11.  Use the notebook border punch to punch a border from 
the "Vintage Fans" patterned paper. Trim to 3/4" X 6 1/4" 
and mount on the "Primer" patterned paper. Mount the 

"Tuesday" sticker from the "Element Sheet" on the tab of 
the album page.

Page 1 Inner Page Instructions:

1.  Cut a rectangle from the "Numbers" patterned paper 
to fit the rectangle of the inner page. Mount on the 
chipboard with strong adhesive. Slip excess paper inside 
the album.

2.  Cut a 6 1/4" X 1 1/4" strip from the "Signs" patterned 
paper and mount across the center of the of the green 
patterned paper.

3.  Cut the yellow banner sticker from the "Alpha Sticker" 
sheet in half. Mount on each side of the striped border 
strip.

4.  Cut the chevron journaling card from the "Journaling 
Cards" patterned paper and mount in the center of the 
strip.

5.  Print journaling on tan cardstock, trim, rub edges with 
brown stamping ink, and mount in the center of the 
journaling card.

6.  Mount the "Sunday" sticker from the "Element Sticker" 
sheet on the bottom of the journaling card.

Amazing Boy by Jennifer S. Gallacher
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Page 2 Instructions: 
1.  Pull open the "interactive" page from the middle tab page of the chipboard album. Place the album on 

the "Instamatic" paper with the album on the white lined side of the paper. Trace the main rectangle of the 
album onto the paper and cut out with scissors. Machine stitch around the edge with white sewing thread. 
Rub edges with brown stamping ink. Punch holes for album and attach the paper to the chipboard album.

2.  With the "interactive" page open, trace the tab rectangle onto the "Instamatic" patterned paper. Cut out 
the shape and mount on the chipboard album.

3.  Use the notebook border punch to punch a border from the "Numbers" patterned paper. Trim to 3/4" X 6 
1/4" and rub with brown stamping ink before mounting it on the tabbed piece of chipboard. Wrap brown 
twine around the album three times and tie into a bow on the front side.

4.  Mount the "remember" label sticker from the "Alpha Sticker" sheet on the twine.
5.  Mount two 3" X 4" photos on the page. Mount two chipboard corner stickers from the "Chipboard Accents" 

sticker sheet on the upper outside corners of the photos.
6.  Cut an 8" X 1" strip from the "Tickets Please" patterned paper. Notch both ends of the strip, rub with brown 

stamping ink, punch hole for the album, and mount at the bottom of the photos.
7.  Cut a 8" X 1/4" strip from the "Vintage Fans" patterned paper. Notch both ends of the strip, rub with brown 

stamping ink and mount at the bottom of the photos.
8.  Mount the "laugh" chipboard sticker from the "Chipboard Accents" sticker sheet in the center of the banner 

strips.

Page 2 Inner Page Instructions:
1.  Cut a black and white photo to fit the rectangle of the inner page. Adhere to chipboard and slip excess 

photo edge inside the album.

Page 3 Instructions:
1.  Pull open the "interactive" page from the middle tab page of the chipboard album. Place the album on the 

"Instamatic" paper with the album on the camera side of the paper. Trace the main rectangle of the album 

onto the paper and cut out with scissors. Punch holes for the album and attach the paper to the chipboard 
album.

2.  Cut a 6" X 6 1/4" rectangle from the "Yardsticks" patterned paper. Rub edges with brown stamping ink. 
Machine stitch around the edge with white sewing thread. Mount on the chipboard album.

3.  Cut a 1/2" X 6 1/4" strip from the "Vintage Fans" patterned paper. Mount on the page. Add the "notes" label 
sticker from the "Alpha Sticker" sheet to the wood paper.

4.  Rub the edges of the scallop number border sticker from the "Alpha Sticker" sheet and mount to the right 
of the wood paper strip.

5.  Mount a 3" X 4" black and white photo on the page. Add tan photo corners to the upper left and right 
corners of the photo. Mount the "absolutely charming" sticker from the "Element Sticker" sheet on the top 
of the photo with adhesive foam squares. Mount the "my favorite" sticker from the "Element Sticker" sheet 
on the right side of the photo.

6.  Mount the "together is the best place to be" sticker from the "Alpha Sticker" sheet at the bottom of the 
photo. Mount the "Amazing" chipboard banner sticker from the "Chipboard Accents" sheet on top of the 
green banner sticker. 

7.  With the "interactive" page open, trace the tab rectangle onto the "Numbers" patterned paper. Cut out the 
shape, rub with brown stamping ink, and mount on the chipboard album. Mount the "Thursday" sticker from 
the "Element Sticker" sheet on the label of the album.

8.  Thread twine through two chipboard buttons from the "Chipboard Accents" sheet and mount on the green 
border strip.

9.  Cut the yellow "compass" sticker from the "Element Sticker" sheet in half. Mount half on the tab part of the 
album, and the matching half on the larger part of the album.

Page 3 Inner Page Instructions:
1.  Cut a black and white photo to fit the rectangle of the inner page. Adhere to chipboard and slip excess 

photo edge inside the album.
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Page 4 Instructions:
1.  Pull open the "interactive" page from the middle tab page of the chipboard album. Place the album on 

the "Swirls" paper with the album on the green and yellow side of the paper. Trace the main rectangle 
of the album onto the paper and cut out with scissors. Machine stitch around the paper with white 
sewing thread and rub edges with brown stamping ink. Punch holes for the album and attach the paper 
to the chipboard album.

2.  Cut the text card from the "Journaling Cards" patterned paper and mount on the album. Add tan photo 
corners to the left corners of the card. Cut a 4" X 6 1/4" rectangle from the "Swirls" patterned paper. 
Rub edges and mount on the album. Add a 6 1/4" strip of the notebook border sticker from the "Element 
Sticker" sheet to the left side of the yellow and green patterned paper.

3.  Mount a 3" X 4" black and white photo on the yellow and green patterned paper. Add tan photo 
corners to the photo. Cut the "handsome" word from the word ticket border strip from the "Element 
Sticker" sheet and mount on the right side of the photo.

4.  Mount the "camera" sticker from the "Element Sticker" sheet on the journaling cards with adhesive foam 
squares. Mount the "my boy" sticker on the camera with adhesive foam squares.

5.  With the "interactive" page open, trace the tab rectangle onto the "Primer" patterned paper. Cut out 
the shape, and mount on the chipboard album. Mount the "Wednesday" sticker from the "Element 
Sticker" sheet on the label of the album. Mount the black scallop border sticker from the "Alpha Sticker" 
sheet on the tabbed rectangle. Trim off excess sticker.

Page 4 Inner Page Instructions:
1.  Cut the "Dots & Plaid" patterned paper to fit the rectangle of the inner page. Mount on the chipboard 

with strong adhesive. Slip excess paper edge inside the album.
2.  Cut the teal flourish card from the "Journaling Cards" patterned paper and rub edges with brown 

stamping ink. Mount the card on the left side of the inner page.
3.  Cut a 2" X 4" strip from the "Border Strips" patterned paper and rub edges with brown stamping ink. 

Mount to the right of the journaling card.
4.  Print journaling on tan strips of cardstock. Rub edges with brown stamping ink and mount on the 

journaling card. Add circle stickers from the "Element Sticker" sheet to the inner page. Mount the wood 
grain "ABC" sticker from the "Element Sticker" sheet to the right side of the journaling card.

Page 5 Instructions:
1.  Pull open the "interactive" page from the middle tab page of the chipboard album. Place the album on 

the "Dots & Plaid" paper with the album on the plaid side of the paper. Trace the main rectangle of the 
album onto the paper and cut out with scissors. Machine stitch around the paper with white sewing 
thread and rub edges with brown stamping ink. Punch holes for album and attach the paper to the 
chipboard album.

2.  Cut the "play" and "time" cards from the "Primer" patterned paper and overlap on the album. Mount the 
teal label sticker from the "Element Sticker" sheet on the flashcards.

3.  Cut a 4" X 6 1/4" rectangle from the "Yardsticks" patterned paper. Rub edges with brown stamping ink 
and mount on the album.

4.  Add the rest of the notebook border strip to the right side of the text patterned paper.
5.  Mount a 3" X 4" black and white photo on the text patterned paper. Add tan photo corners to the top 

of the photo.
6.  Cut the "smart" word from the word ticket border strip from the "Element Sticker" sheet and mount on 

the right side of the photo. Add the small circle stickers from the "Element Sticker" sheet to the text 
patterned paper.

7.  Mount the "Toy cars . . ." banner sticker from the "Alpha Sticker" sheet on the bottom of the photo. 
Mount the "handsome" banner sticker from the "Chipboard Accents" sticker sheet on the photo.

8.  Mount the wood grain star sticker on the banner stickers with adhesive foam squares. Thread twine 
through the yellow chipboard button from the "Chipboard Accents" sticker sheet and mount on the star.

9.  With the "interactive" page open, trace the tab rectangle onto the "Numbers" patterned paper. Cut 
out the shape, rub edges with brown stamping ink, and mount on the chipboard album. Mount the 

"Saturday" sticker from the "Element Sticker" sheet on the label of the album. Mount the number border 
sticker from the "Element Sticker" sheet on the tabbed rectangle. Trim off excess sticker. 13



Page 5 Inner Page Instructions:
1.  Cut the "Dots & Plaid" patterned paper to fit the rectangle of the inner page. Mount on the chipboard 

with strong adhesive. Slip excess paper edge inside the album.
2.  Cut the text card from the "Journaling Cards" patterned paper and rub edges with brown stamping ink. 

Mount the card on the interactive page. Add tan photo corners to the right side of the journaling card. 
Add the "for you" label sticker from the "Alpha Sticker" sheet to the right side of the journaling card. 
Add the "Fifty Cents" and "So happy when we're together" stickers from the "Element Sticker" sheet to 
the center of the journaling card.

Page 6 Instructions:
1.  Pull open the "interactive" page from the middle tab page of the chipboard album. Place the 

album on the "Border Strips" paper with the album on the border strip side of the paper. Trace the 
main rectangle of the album onto the paper and cut out with scissors. Machine stitch around the 
paper with white sewing thread and rub edges with brown stamping ink. Punch holes for album 
and attach the paper to the chipboard album.

2.  Cut a 8" X 2" strip from the "Vintage Boy" patterned paper. Rub edges with brown stamping ink, 
punch out the hole, and mount at the top of the page.

3.  Use scallop scissors to cut an 8" X 1" scallop strip from the "Tickets Please" patterned paper. Rub 
edges with brown stamping ink and mount at the bottom of the "Vintage Boy" patterned paper.

4.  Cut the remaining numbers border strip in half and mount on the left and right side of the album 
page.

5.  Mount a 4" X 6" black and white photo in the center of the page, covering the gap in the number 

border strip sticker. Add tan photo corners to the bottom corners of the photo.
6.  Mount the "You are so special to me" chipboard sticker from the "Chipboard Accents" sticker 

sheet to the top of the photo. Thread twine through the green button from the "Chipboard 
Accents" sticker and mount in the center of the yellow chipboard sticker.

7.  Add three banner stickers from the "Element Sticker" sheet to the photo with adhesive foam 
squares. Cut the "Charming" word from the word ticket border strip from the "Element Stickers" 
sheet. Mount on the right side of the photo.

8.  With the "interactive" page open, trace the tab rectangle onto the "Swirls" patterned paper. Cut 
out the shape, rub edges with brown stamping ink, and mount on the chipboard album. Mount 
the "Friday" sticker from the "Element Sticker" sheet on the label of the album. Use the notebook 
border punch to punch a 3/4" X 6 1/4" border strip from the "Instamatic" patterned paper. Rub 
edges with brown stamping ink and mount on the tabbed edge of the album. Mount the stamp 
sticker from the "Element Sticker" sheet on the tabbed part of the album.

Page 6 Inner Page Instructions:
1.  Cut a black and white photo to fit the rectangle of the inner page. Adhere to chipboard and slip 

excess photo edge inside the album.

Album Instructions:
1.  Close album with metal rings.
2.  Tie 4" strips of brown, teal,  and green ribbon to the rings in knots and trim edges.
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1.  Trace the rectangular part of the album 
onto patterned paper.

2.  Trace the tabbed part of the album onto 
patterned paper.

3.  Cut out pieces with scissors

4.  Mount the pieces on the corresponding 
chipboard album pieces.

5.  Trim a photo (or paper) to fit inside the 
inner page of the album.

6.  Mount the photo (or paper) on the 
chipboard album, placing excess photo 
(or paper) edge inside the album.

Tutorial:
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Dimensions: 4 1/4" X 5 1/2"
SUPPLIES: "Dots" Patterned Paper, 

"Yardsticks" Patterned Paper, Alpha 
Stickers, Element Stickers, Layered 
Chipboard, Assorted Brads (Echo 
Park Graceful Collection), White 

Cardstock, Corner Rounder Punch, 
Green Gingham Ribbon, Brown 

Stamping Ink, Paper Piercer, 
Adhesive Foam Squares

1.   Cut an 8 1/2" X 5 1/2" strip from the white cardstock and fold in half. 
Rub the edges of the card with brown stamping ink.

2.  Cut a 4" X 5 1/4" rectangle from the "Dots" patterned paper and mount 
on the card.

3.  Cut a 3 1/2" X 4 1/2" rectangle from the "Dots" patterned paper. Use 
the corner rounder punch to round the top corners. Rub the edges with 
brown stamping ink. 

4.  Use the paper piercer to poke a hole in the dotted patterned paper 
and add the pink floral brad from the "Assorted Brads" to the hole.

5.  Wrap the green gingham ribbon around the dotted patterned paper 
and tie into a knot. Mount the "Beautiful" sticker from the "Alpha 

Sticker" sheet on the top of the dotted paper. Mount the rectangle on 
the card.

6.  Cut the white and pink "ruler" from the "Yardsticks" patterned paper 
and trim to 4" wide. Rub the edges of the ruler with brown stamping ink 
and mount on the card.

7.  Mount the green floral sticker from the "Element Sticker" sheet on the 
card with adhesive foam squares.

8.  Mount the teal flower from the "Layered Chipboard" sheet on the card.
9.  Mount the "cutie pie" and "one" sticker from the "Element Sticker" sheet 

on the card with adhesive foam squares.

Beautiful by Wendy Sue Anderson
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Dimensions: 4 1/4" X 5 1/2"
Supplies: "Border Strips" Patterned 

Paper,  "Dots" Patterned Paper, 
"Yardsticks" Patterned Paper, 

"Wooden Nickel" Patterned Paper, 
Alpha Stickers, Layered Chipboard, 

Chipboard Accents, Assorted 
Brads (Echo Park Paper Graceful 

Collection), White Cardstock, 
Pearl Stickers, Teal Ribbon, Sewing 

Machine, Pink Sewing Thread, 
Paper Piercer

1.  Cut an 8 1/2" X 5 1/2" strip from the white cardstock and fold in half.
2.  Cut a 4 1/4" X 5 1/2" rectangle from the "Border Strips" patterned paper and 

mount on the card front.
3.  Cut a 3 1/4" X 4 3/4" rectangle from the "Dots" patterned paper.
4.  Cut a 1 1/4" X 4 3/4" rectangle from the brown side of the "Dots" patterned 

paper and mount in the center of the dotted patterned paper.
5.  Cut a 1" X 4 3/4" strip from the "Yardsticks" patterned paper and mount on the 

right side of the dotted paper.
6.  Use the sewing machine and pink sewing thread to zigzag stitch the brown 

paper in place. Fold a 1" length of teal ribbon and place behind the dotted 
paper. Straight stitch a 1" long stitch at the top right corner of the dotted paper 
to hold the ribbon in place.

7.  Cut a pink wooden circle from the "Wooden Nickel" patterned paper and mount 
on the card.

8.  Fold two 1 1/2" lengths of teal ribbon in half and mount the pink silhouette 
chipboard sticker from the "Chipboard Accents" sticker sheet on the ribbons. 
Mount pearl stickers on every other white circle on the chipboard sticker.

9.  Cut the thin teal line from the white scallop sticker on the "Alpha Sticker" sheet 
and trim to 4 3/4" tall. Mount the sticker on the brown patterned paper.

10.  Mount the "cutie pie" chipboard banner sticker from the "Chipboard Accents" 
sheet on the card. Add two pearl stickers to the banner. 

11.  Use a paper piercer to poke a hole in the card next to the pink silhouette 
chipboard sticker. Mount the pink banner brad in the hole. Add the "HB2U" 
alphabet stickers from the "Alpha Stickers" sheet on the banner.

Cutie Pie by Amy Heller
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I Think You Are Amazing by Wendy Sue AndersonSupplies: "Flower Vine" Patterned 
Paper, "Wooden Nickel" Patterned 

Paper, "Dots" Patterned Paper, 
"Teal Damask" Patterned Paper, 

Element Stickers, Alpha Stickers, 
Chipboard Accents (Echo Park 

Paper Graceful Collection), Cream 
Jute Twine, Border Punch, Sewing 

Machine, Tan and White Sewing 
Thread, Adhesive Foam Squares

The "Graceful" collection kit provides several color scheme combinations, making 
your projects unique each time you design. For this layout, Wendy Sue chose a 
pink and brown combination and selected papers from the kit found within those 
color families
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Supplies: "Yardsticks" Patterned 
Paper, "Flower Vine" Patterned Paper, 

"Border Strips" Patterned Paper, 
Element Stickers, Chipboard Accents, 

Layered Chipboard, Assorted 
Brads (Echo Park Paper Graceful 

Collection), Sewing Machine, Paper 
Piercer, Date Stamp, Black Stamping 

Ink, Adhesive Foam Squares

Beautiful Girl by Amy Heller

Try something new! Create on the diagonal. Amy cut several paper 
strips and mounted them on her layout, overlapping the sides. 
She then trimmed the excess paper from the page to create this 
dynamic layout design.
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1.  Cut the 12" X 2 1/2" strip from the "Flower 
Vine" patterned paper.

2.  Cut the strip in half.

3.  Mount the strip on the page, overlapping 
the sides.

4.  Trim off the strip, leaving a gap in the 
center of the page.1.

Tutorial:

1.

3.

2.

4.
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Dimensions: 8 1/2" X 8 1/2"
SUPPLIES: "Flower Box" Patterned Paper, 

"Quilt" Patterned Paper, "Dots" Patterned Paper, 
"Wooden Nickel" Patterned Paper, "Border 
Strips" Patterned Paper, "Bingo" Patterned 
Paper, "Yardsticks" Patterned Paper, "Red 

Floral" Patterned Paper, "Lace" Patterned Paper, 
"Journaling Cards" Patterned Paper, Element 
Stickers, Alpha Stickers, Chipboard Accents, 
Layered Chipboard, Assorted Brads, Green 

and Tan Cardstock, Circular Chipboard Album, 
Green and Blue and Pink Ribbon, Tan Photo 

Corners, Doilies, Pearl Stickers, Brown Stamping 
Ink, Sewing Machine, White Sewing Thread, Hole 

Punch, Circle Cutter, Adhesive Foam Squares

Page 1 Instructions:
1.  Use the album to trace the outline of the front 

page onto the back of the "Flower Box" patterned 
paper. Mark the holes and punch out. Cut out the 
shape. Mark the place for the "interactive" pull 
out piece and cut out. Mount the paper on the 
chipboard album with strong adhesive.

2.  Mount a doily on the page.
3.  Cut a 4" circle from the "Yardsticks" patterned 

paper. Rub edges with brown stamping ink. 
Machine stitch around the circle with white sewing 
thread. Mount the circle in the center of the doily. 
Mount the "life is pretty amazing" sticker from 
the "Chipboard Accents" sheet in the center of the 
stitched circle.

4.  Cut a 9" X 1 1/2" strip from the "Bingo" patterned 
paper. Notch the ends with scissors. Rub the edges 
with brown stamping ink. Fold the strip into a 
dimensional banner piece.

5.  Cut a 5" X 1" strip from the "Flower Vine" patterned 
paper. Rub edges with brown stamping ink and 
mount on the teal dot banner. Mount the "Beautiful" 
sticker from the "Element Sticker" sheet on the pink 
strip. Add pearl stickers to each end.

6.  Cut a 1 1/2" X 3" strip from the "Quilt," "Dots," and 
"Wooden Nickel" patterned paper. Notch the ends 
to form a banner strip. Rub the edges with brown 
stamping ink and mount on the bottom of the page, 
overlapping each banner strip. 

7.  Cut a 1/2" X 3" strip from green cardstock. Cut a 

diagonal notch on the end and rub with stamping 
ink. Use a paper piercer to poke two holes in the 
strip and add two pink brads from the "Assorted 
Brads." Mount the strip on the bottom of the page 
on top of the "Wooden Nickel" banner strip.

8.  Mount the teal "Beautiful" banner on top of the rest 
of the banners, centering it just below the "amazing" 
chipboard sticker.

Page 1 Inner Page Instructions:
1.  Cut a black and white photo to fit the inside 

"interactive" page. Use the curve of the sliding piece 
to cut the curve in the photo.

Life is Pretty Amazing Beautiful by Jennifer S. Gallacher
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Page 2 Instructions:
1.  Use the album to trace the outline of the front page onto the back of the "Lace" patterned paper. 

Mark the holes and punch out. Cut out the shape. Mark the place for the "interactive" pull out 
piece and cut out. Mount the paper on the chipboard album with strong adhesive.

2.  Cut a 1 1/2" X 5" strip from the "Border Strips" patterned paper. Mark the holes and punch out. 
Rub the edges with brown stamping ink and mount on the chipboard album.

3.  Cut a 1/2" X 5" strip from the "Bingo" patterned paper. Rub edges with brown stamping ink and 
mount on the "Border Strips" patterned paper. Mount the pink label from the "Element Sticker" 
sheet on the teal strip.

4.  Cut a doily in half and mount at the top of the page.
5.  Mount a 3" X 5" black and white photo on the page.
6.  Cut the scallop border from the "Border Strips" patterned paper and mount near the teal dot 

border strip. Mount the floral sticker from the "Chipboard Accents" sheet on the border strips.
7.  Mount the large red poppy sticker from the "Chipboard Accents" sheet on the top of the photo.
8.  Add the "a very special day" sticker, the "one" sticker, and the "lovely girl" sticker from the 

"Element Sticker" sheet to the photo.

Page 2 Inner Page Instructions:
1.  Cut a strip of paper from the "Red Floral" patterned paper to fit the inside "interactive" page. 

Use the curve of the sliding piece to cut the curve in the paper strip.
2.  Cut the banner strip journaling card from the "Journaling Cards" patterned paper and mount 

on the pink paper. Add tan photo corners to the left side of the journaling card. Add the "wood 
grain" label sticker from the "Element Sticker" sheet to the left side of the journaling card.

3.  Print journaling on tan cardstock, cut into strips, rub edges with brown stamping ink, and mount 
on the journaling card.

Page 3 Instructions:
1.  Use the album to trace the outline of the front page onto the back of the "Quilt" patterned paper. 

Mark the holes and punch out. Cut out the shape. Mark the place for the "interactive" pull out 
piece and cut out. Mount the paper on the chipboard album with strong adhesive.

2.  Cut a 1 1/2" X 5" strip from the "Dots" patterned paper. Mark the holes and punch out. Rub the 
edges with brown stamping ink and mount on the chipboard album.

3.  Cut the teal ruler from the "Element Sticker" to 5" and mount on the "Dots" patterned paper. Add 
the "life" label sticker from the "Element Sticker" sheet to the ruler sticker.

4.  Use a paper piercer to poke a hole through the pink floral sticker from the "Element Sticker" 
sheet. Add the "fifty cents" brad from the "Assorted Brads" to the hole. Mount the flower sticker 
on the teal ruler with adhesive foam squares.

5.  Mount a 3" X 5" black and white photo on the page. Use the paper piercer to poke a hole 
through the green "doily" sticker. Add the pink bingo brad from the "Assorted Brads" to the hole. 
Mount the green "doily" sticker, the small pink "doily" sticker, and the "10 cents" sticker on the top 
of the page.

6.  Mount the "I think you are amazing" sticker from the "Alpha Sticker" sheet below the photo. 
Mount the "wonderful" banner sticker from the "Chipboard Accents" sheet on the photo and 
banner sticker.

Page 3 Inner Page Instructions:
1.  Cut a black and white photo to fit the inside "interactive" page. Use the curve of the sliding piece 

to cut the curve in the photo.
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Page 4 Instructions:
1.  Use the album to trace the outline of the front page onto the back of the "Bingo" patterned 

paper. Mark the holes and punch out. Cut out the shape. Mark the place for the "interactive" pull 
out piece and cut out. Mount the paper on the chipboard album with strong adhesive.

2.  Cut a 1 1/2" X 5" strip from the "Red Floral" patterned paper. Mark the holes and punch out. Rub 
the edges with brown stamping ink and mount on the chipboard album.

3.  Cut the teal ruler from the "Element Sticker" to 5" and mount on the "Red Floral" patterned paper.
4.  Mount a doily on the page. Mount the "fence" sticker from the "Element Sticker" sheet on the top 

of the doily. Mount the banner stickers on the fence with adhesive foam squares.
5.  Mount a 3" X 5" black and white photo on the doily. Mount the "notes" label sticker from 

the "Alpha Sticker" sheet on the photo. Mount two chipboard photo corner stickers from the 
"Chipboard Accents" sheet on the left side of the photo.

Page 4 Inner Page Instructions:
1.  Cut a black and white photo to fit the inside "interactive" page. Use the curve of the sliding piece 

to cut the curve in the photo.

Page 5 Instructions:
1.  Use the album to trace the outline of the front page onto the back of the "Wooden Nickel" 

patterned paper. Mark the holes and punch out. Cut out the shape. Mark the place for the 

"interactive" pull out piece and cut out. Mount the paper on the chipboard album with strong 
adhesive.

2.  Cut a 1 1/2" X 5" strip from the "Flower Vine" patterned paper. Mark the holes and punch out. Rub 
the edges with brown stamping ink and mount on the chipboard album.

3.  Cut a 1/2" X 5" strip from the "Bingo" patterned paper. Rub edges with brown stamping ink. 
Add the "Beautiful" label sticker from the "Alpha Sticker" sheet to the border and mount on the 

"Flower Vine" border strip.
4.  Mount the layered flower sticker from the "Layered Chipboard" sticker sheet on the border strips 

with adhesive foam squares.
5.  Mount a doily on the page.
6.  Mount a 3" X 5" black and white photo on the doily.
7.  Mount the "so very sweet" sticker from the "Element Sticker" sheet at the top of the photo. Mount 

the floral banner sticker from the "Alpha Sticker" sheet at the bottom of the photo. Mount the 
"right here, right now, today" sticker from the "Alpha Sticker" sheet at the bottom of the photo. 
Mount the "love you" chipboard banner sticker from the "Chipboard Accents" sheet on the label 
stickers.

Page 5 Inner Page Instructions:
1.  Cut a black and white photo to fit the inside "interactive" page. Use the curve of the sliding piece 

to cut the curve in the photo.
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Page 6 Instructions:
1.  Use the album to trace the outline of the front page onto the back of the "Red Floral" patterned 

paper. Mark the holes and punch out. Cut out the shape. Mark the place for the "interactive" pull 
out piece and cut out. Mount the paper on the chipboard album with strong adhesive.

2.  Cut a 1 1/2" X 5" strip from the "Wooden Nickel" patterned paper. Mark the holes and punch out. 
Rub the edges with brown stamping ink and mount on the chipboard album.

3.  Cut the teal border strip from the "Border Strips" patterned paper to 5" and rub edges with 
brown stamping ink. Mount on the "Wooden Nickel" patterned paper strip.

4.  Cut a 6 1/2" X 4 1/4" strip from the "Dots" patterned paper. Notch the left ends of the strip and 
rub with stamping ink. Mount the "My Family" label sticker from the "Alpha Sticker" sheet on the 
top of the banner strip and mount on the page.

5.  Cut a 5 1/2" X 2" strip from the "Dots" patterned paper. Notch the left ends of the strip and 
mount on the page, slightly overlapping the dotted banner strip.

6.  Cut the black border strip from the "Border Strips" patterned paper. Cut one end on a diagonal 
and mount on the page on the brown banner strip. Mount the red floral banner sticker from the 

"Alpha Sticker" sheet on the dotted paper strip about 1" from the left edge.
7.  Mount two 2 1/4" X 3 1/4" photos on the page. Mount one chipboard corner sticker from the 

"Chipboard Accents" sheet on the upper left corner of the left photo.
8.  Mount the birdcage sticker from the "Element Sticker" sheet on the border strip.
9.  Thread twine through the pink button from the "Chipboard Accents" sticker sheet and mount on 

the birdcage sticker. Mount the two circular chipboard stickers from the "Chipboard Accents" 
sticker sheet on the border strips.

10.  Mount the large and small pink "doily" stickers from the "Element Sticker" sheet on top and 
beneath the brown banner strip.

Page 6 Inner Page Instructions:
1.  Cut a strip of paper from the "Yardsticks" patterned paper to fit the inside "interactive" page. 

Use the curve of the sliding piece to cut the curve in the paper strip.
2.  Cut the pink floral journaling card from the "Journaling Cards" patterned paper and mount on 

the "Yardsticks" patterned paper. Add the red poppy sticker from the "Element Sticker" sheet on 
the left side of the journaling card.

3.  Print journaling on tan cardstock, trim into strips, rub edges with brown stamping ink, and mount 
on the journaling card.
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1.  Trace the circular album shape onto 
patterned paper.

2.  Trace the pull out of the album onto 
scratch paper and then patterned paper.

3.  Cut out the pieces with scissors

4.  Mount the pieces on the corresponding 
chipboard album pieces.

5.  Trim a photo (or paper) to fit inside the 
inner page of the album, using the pull 
out template to cut the curve in your 
photo (or paper).

6.  Mount the photo on the chipboard 
album, placing excess photo edge inside 
the album.

Album Instructions:
1.  Close album with metal rings.

2.  Tie 4" strips of teal, pink, and green 
ribbon to the rings in knots and trim 
edges.

Tutorial:
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Join us for a special "THIS AND THAT 
LAYOUT SKETCH CONTEST." To enter, 
use the sketch as inspiration for creating a 
layout using either (or both) the "Charming" 
and "Graceful" This and That Collections. 
Upload your project to our Facebook 
page with the words "This and That Layout 
Sketch Contest" in your post. One entry 
per person! All entries must be uploaded 
by midnight MST, April 1. We'll select SIX 
winners to receive a collection kit of their 
choosing. Winners will be announced on 
our Facebook page on April 2.

DETAILS:
Dates: March 2 - April 1 midnight MST

Winners Announced: Facebook, April 2

Upload to: Facebook

Sketch ContestTHIS & THAT
WHEN: March 2 - April 1 midnight MST    |    WHERE: Facebook    |    WHO: EVERYONE!
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Item number one on the top of our “to do” list is an introduction to “Note to Self” a hip, vintage salute to daily living. Tell your day-to-
day stories with this warm collection designed to help document the ins and outs of time spent with friends and family. Combine your 
treasured ephemera with the beautiful imagery and icons found in this stunning rendition of “now and then” styling. Certain to impress 
you with its sophistication and winning design, make a note to check this one out.

Coming Soon
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